**QUICK SUMMARY OF GRANTS:**

- **NSF 0401533** (Achievement/Innovation): **$201,000.00**. Organization: **AST**. Start Date: **08/01/2004**. Award Number: **0401533**. Principal Investigator: **Joshua Faber**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Manuela Campanelli**. Amount: **$201,000.00**. Organization: **University of Texas at Brownsville**. NSF Organization: **AST**.
- **NSF 0722315** (Achievement/Innovation): **$331,974.00**. Organization: **MRI**. Start Date: **05/01/2009**. Award Number: **0722315**. Principal Investigator: **Manuela Campanelli**; Co-Principal Investigator: **David Merritt, Carlos Lousto**. Amount: **$331,974.00**. Organization: **University of Texas at Brownsville**. NSF Organization: **PHY**.
- **NSF 0903782** (Achievement/Innovation): **$600,107.00**. Organization: **CIGR**. Start Date: **05/01/2009**. Award Number: **0903782**. Principal Investigator: **Manuela Campanelli**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Joshua Faber, Hans-Peter Pfeiffer**. Amount: **$600,107.00**. Organization: **University of Texas at Brownsville**. NSF Organization: **PHY**.
- **NSF 0969855** (Achievement/Innovation): **$546,675.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (Subaward: Rochester Institute of Tech)**. Start Date: **01/01/2015**. Award Number: **0969855**. Principal Investigator: **Carlos Lousto**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Joshua Faber, Manuela Campanelli, Richard O'Shaughnessy**. Amount: **$546,675.00**. Organization: **Rochester Institute of Tech**. NSF Organization: **PHY**.
- **NSF 1212426** (Achievement/Innovation): **$532,338.00**. Organization: **University of Texas at Brownsville**. Start Date: **09/01/2009**. Award Number: **1212426**. Principal Investigator: **Manuela Campanelli**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Joshua Faber, Hans-Peter Pfeiffer**. Amount: **$532,338.00**. Organization: **University of Texas at Brownsville**. NSF Organization: **PHY**.
- **NSF 1229173** (Achievement/Innovation): **$300,000.00**. Organization: **PHY**. Start Date: **09/01/2002**. Award Number: **1229173**. Principal Investigator: **Joshua Faber**. Co-Principal Investigator: **Manuela Campanelli**. Amount: **$300,000.00**. Organization: **University of Brownsville**. NSF Organization: **PHY**.
- **NSF 1412449** (Achievement/Innovation): **$275,000.00**. Organization: **CCF**. Start Date: **05/01/2009**. Award Number: **1412449**. Principal Investigator: **Peter Bischof**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Minseok Kwon**. Amount: **$275,000.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**. NSF Organization: **CCF**.
- **NSF 1517488** (Achievement/Innovation): **$12,163.00**. Organization: **ACI**. Start Date: **01/01/2015**. Award Number: **1517488**. Principal Investigator: **Sukanya Chakrabarti**. Amount: **$12,163.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**. NSF Organization: **ACI**.
- **NSF 1550436** (Achievement/Innovation): **$337,253.00**. Organization: **RI**. Start Date: **03/15/2012**. Award Number: **1550436**. Principal Investigator: **Jason Nordhaus**. Amount: **$337,253.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**. NSF Organization: **RI**.
- **NSF 1607520** (Achievement/Innovation): **$346,661.00**. Organization: **CCF**. Start Date: **09/01/2016**. Award Number: **1607520**. Principal Investigator: **Stefan Wiig**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Riccardo Bisigello, Yosef Zlochower**. Amount: **$346,661.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**. NSF Organization: **ACI**.
- **NSF 1707946** (Achievement/Innovation): **$100,000.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**. Start Date: **03/15/2012**. Award Number: **1707946**. Principal Investigator: **Stefan Wiig**; Co-Principal Investigator: **Riccardo Bisigello, Yosef Zlochower**. Amount: **$100,000.00**. Organization: **University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee**. NSF Organization: **ACI**.
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